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ABSTRACT
In the last century, many critics have begun to view archetypal
patterns and cultural myths manif ested in I iterature as an approach
to the criticism of literature.

Prominent among such critics is

Joseph Campbel I, who is concerned with the study of the hero archetype.

He maintains that the standard path of the mythological adven-

ture of the hero is represented in the rites of passage: separation,
initiation, and return .

On his journey from his usual way of life

into a region unknown, the hero encounters fantastic forces, wins a
victory, and returns from the adventure with gifts to bestow on his
fellow man.

The journey of the hero in Wordsworth's The Prelude in-

vites a comparative study with Campbel I's journey to examine the supposition that the stages of separation, initiation, and return are
found in Wordsworth's work.
Such a study reveals that, although unique in many respects, the
journey of Wordsworth's hero elicits the same psychological response
from the reader as does the ritual journey of the mythological hero
and does encompass the three stages of separation, initiation, and
return.

In order to find his place in the universe, to become spir-

itually mature, Wordsworth must separate himself from his former way
of I ife, from Nature as a source of inspiration to creativity, which
does not afford him his answer, to j ourney to new ways of I ife which
perhaps may reveal his identity.

In heeding the cal I to adventure of

new ways of I ife at Camb ridge, in London, and in France, Wordsworth is
eventually led to a region "unknown . " He becomes a student of abstract

iii
science, completely separated from the imaginative thought he had
known when attuned to Nature as a source of inspiration to creativity.
This new way of I ife brings Wordsworth gloom and despair.

In great

mental anguish, he battles this obstacle on his journey to spiritual
maturity.

And it is in this mental anguish, In his initiation, that

Wordsworth obtains a knowledge which reveals to him his place in the
universe.

He learns that the individual, which he had heretofore al-

most always regarded as a discordant element in the great order of the
universe, has dignity and worth.

Obtaining this knowledge enables him

to return to his former way of I ife to learn his own identity.

Seek-

ing to impart this knowledge as a gift to his community, Wordsworth
discovers his purpose in I lfe: he becomes the poet of mankind.

His

inspired feelings, formerly of a selfish character, are now used for
the good of mankind, and Wordsworth has thus risen to new spiritual
hei ghts.

He has returned to Nature, his source of inspiration to cre-

ativity, with spiritual maturity.

Like Campbel I's hero, Wordsworth

leaves his former way of I ife spiritually immature and ignorant; he
returns spiritually mature and knowledgeable.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Much of I iterature centers on the common theme of man 1 s search
for spiritual maturity.

In describing this search, writers very often

employ the myth of a hero on a journey through I ife, in which journey
he must undergo ordeals in passing from ignorance and immaturity to
sp I ri tua I manhood.

Arriving at the state of spiritual maturity, he
I
finds his place in his community .
Odysseus searches for such maturity

for twenty years.

Dante journeys to hel I to become spiritually mature.

Aeneas journeys to find a new way of Ii fe in Rome.
the seas for a meaning to life .

Captain Ahab searches

Certainly the I lterature of many nations

and of many ages focuses on this myth.

Hence, this myth becomes an arche-

type, a universal symbol.
Joseph Campbel I, a critic of the twentieth century, has done much
research on this hero archetype.

In h Is study of the standard path of

the mythological adverture of the hero, Campbel I says he finds a "magnification of the formula represented In the rites of passage: separation,
initiation, and return. 112

In studying WI 11 lam Wordsworth's The Prelude,

an autobiographical account of the first half of his I ife in which he
makes use of the hero archetype, I find in his hero's journey these same

1wi lfred Guerin, Earle Labor, Lee Morgan, and John Wi I I ingham, A
Handbook of ~ritical Approaches to Literature (New York, 1966), p. 121.
2

p. 30.

Joseph Campbel I, The Hero with~ Thousand Faces (New York, 1949),

2

r ites of passage.

My aim Is to test this supposition by studying the

similarities and differences of the journey of Wordsworth's hero and
the journey of Campbel I's hero.

But before -----The Prelude is examined , it
is necessary to establish the definitions of myth, or archetype, and

of separation, initiation, and return as Campbel I uses these terms.
As a consequence of his many questions about human nature and the
universe, primitive man invented myths, stories to explain imaginatively
matters he did not understand .

Explaining thunder and I ightning as mani-

festations of the anger of the gods is an example of early myth; a son's
wanting to supplant his father in his mother's affections in the legend
of Oedipus is another example.

According to Frye, "p rimitive man begins

by wishing the world were a more comfortable place.

He enacts certain

rituals and tel Is himself certain metaphoric and analogical stories embodying his wishes, and when these wishes project p shape of heroic
divinity, investing the natural environment, we have in the proper sense
'myth.' "

3

"Out of myth evolves I lterature In which metaphoric imagina-

tion replaces the magic of ritual. '

4

Campbel I says that " it would not

be too much to say that myth is the secret opening through which the

311 Blake

After Two Centuries," Fables of Identity: Studies~ Poetic
Mythology (New York, 1963), p. 141. Quofedby W. K. Wimsatt, "Critici sm
as My th," Northrop Frye in Modern Criticism, ed. Murray Kriege r (New
York, 1966) , p. 76 .- - 4

A Na tural Perspective : The Development of Shakespearean Comedy
and Romance (New- York, 1965 ),pp. 59-60, I 16,146 . Quoted by W. K,
Wimsatt, "Criticism as Myth, " Northrop Frye in Modern Criticism, ed.
Mu rray Krieger (New York, 1966 ), p. 76 .- - -

3

inexhaustible energies of the cosmos pour into human cultural manifestation . "5

Not only I iterature but also "religions, philosophies, arts,

prime discoveries in science and technology stem from the basic, magic
6

ring of myth."

"Like Mel vi I le's white whale, myth ls ubiquitous and

eternal: it is a dynamic factor everywhere In human society; it transcends time, uniting the past (traditional modes of belief) with the
present (current values) and reaching toward the future (spiritual and
cultural asplrations). 117

In sum, Scherer says, "[Myth is] the essen-

tial substructure of al I human activity. 118
"Within the many different mythologies of peoples widely separated
in time and place are certain images which tend to elicit comparable
psychological responses and to serve similar cultural functions,
motifs and images are cal led 'archetypes.' "
archetype is a "uni versal symbol."

10

9

Such

Very simply stated, an

According to Professor Wheelwright

in Metaphor and Reality, such symbols are

5

Campbel I, p. 30.

6

1bid.

7

Guerin, et~-, p. 118.

8wi I I iam Blake, The Politics of Vision (New York, 1946), p. 29.

Quoted by Guerin , et
9G uer1n,
•

al ., p.

et a I . , p. I I8 .

I

rs-.-

those which carry the same or very similar meanings for a
large portion, if not all, of mankind. It is a discoverable
fact that certa in symbols, such as the sky father and earth
mother, I ight, blood, up-down, the axis of a wheel, and
others, recur again and again in cultures so remote from one
another in space and time that there is no I lkel lhood
any
historical influence and causal connection among them.

4

?f

Just as the term, archetype, may be applied to an image, so it may
be appli ed to plot pattern or motif.

For example, creation is perhaps

the most fundamental of al I archetypal motifs; "virtually every mythology is built on some account of how the Cosmos, Nature, and Man were
brought into existence by some supernatural Being or Beings. n 12 One of
the most popular archetypal patterns in I iterature is the hero archetype in which a transformation of the hero occurs as he undergoes a
series of ordeals in passing from ignorance and immaturity to social
13
and spiritual adulthood.
Therefore, archetype can be defined as "a ny object, situation, or
pattern which Is paradi gmatic for a whole set of other experiences. As
such, it is a formal kernel of truth or basic emotional relationship
reflected in a variety of analogous objects, situations, or patterns."

14

Thus, the journey of Odysseus, who learns about the world and takes this
knowledge back home to the community, is similar to the journey of Jason,
who obtains the Golden Fleece with which he returns home.

Both men on a

II Ibid.
12
13

Guer ·In,

t ~ I - , p. 120 .

~

1bid., p. 121.

14 M. M. Liberman and Edward Foster, A odern Lexicon of Lite rary
Terms (Glenview, 111 inois, 1968), p. 9.

5

j ourney encounter and overcome hardships that they may bring something
back to their community.
Although mythology and archetypes are as old as primitive man,
it is only in the last century that critics have viewed archetypal patterns and cultural myths as they are manifested in I iterature as an
approach to the criticism of literature.

"The rapid advancement of

modern anthropology since the end of the nineteenth century has been
the most important single influence on the growth of myth critlcism. 1115
The second major influence on mythological criticism Is the work of Dr.
Carl Jung, psychologist-philosopher.

Dr. Jung's primary contribution

to myth criticism is his theory of raclal memory and archetypes.

He

asserts that "beneath the personal unconscious is a primeval, col lective unconscious shared in the psychic Inheritance of all members of
the human family.

Just as certain instincts are Inherited by the lower

animals, so are more complex psychic predlsposltions--that is, a ' racial
memory ' --inherited by human beings. "

16

"What Jung cal led 'myth-forming'

structural elements are ever-present in this unconscious psyche, and the
manifestations of these elements Jung cal Is motifs, primordial images, or
archetypes.

Jung was very careful to point out that these archetypes are

inherited forms of psychic behavior whereas most anthropologists tend to
see them as social elements passed from one generation to the other in
ritual rather than in mind.

Ju ng says myths are the means by which arche17
types, espec i a I Iy unconscious forms, become manif est. "
15

Guerin, et~-, p . 123.
16 1bid., p. 135 .
l7~., pp . 135-136 .

6

As a result of the Influence exerted by modern anthropology and
Jungian psychology, many modern critics are finding myth criticism an
exciting and promising field of study.

Prominent among such critics

is Joseph Campbel I, who Is concerned with the study of the hero archetype.

Campbel I maintains that the standard path of the mythologjcal

adventure of the hero is a "magnification of the formula represented
in the rites of passage: separation, initiation, and return--which
might be named the nuclear unit of the monomyth."

18

Essentially what

happens on the journey of the hero is that "after venturing forth from
the wor Id of common day into a region of supernatura.I wonder, the herQ
encounters fabulous forces and wins a decisive victory to return from
19
the adventure with the power to bestow boons on his tel low man, "
Literature abounds with such heroes.

'' Prometheus ascended to the heav-

ens, stole fire from the gods, and descended.

Jason sailed through the

Clashing Rocks into a sea of marvels, circumvented the dragon that
guarded the Golden Fleece, and returned with the fleece and the power
to wrest his rightful throne from a usurper.

Aeneas went down into the

underwo rld, crossed the dreadful river of the dead, encountered the
wa tchdog, Cerberus, and conversed, at last, with the shadow of his dead
father.

Al I things were unfolded to him: the destiny of souls, the des-

tiny of Rome, which he was about to found, 'and in what wise he might
avoid or endure every burden.'" 20

18

Campbel I, p. 30.
19
1bid.
20~

., pp. 30- 31.

7

In The Hero with~ Thousand Faces, Campbell discusses each of
these phases of the journey at length.

The separation from the common

day world is a passage into the realm of night to the unknown and the
dangerous.

This ls the hero's cal I to adventure; he real lzes that

"his familiar I ife ho r izon has been outgrown; the old concepts and
ideals no longer fit ; 1121 he must enter another phase of his life.
Campbel

I

says this first stage of the mythological journey "signifies

that destiny has summoned the hero and transferred his spiritual center
of gravity from within the pale of his society to a zone unknown." 22
Crossing the threshold of adventure, the hero first encounters a protective figure who wi I I guide him through the stages of his journey.
"This Is the guiding power that runs through the work of Dante In the
female figures of Beatrice and the Virg in and the helpful crone and
23
fairy godmother of European f airy lore. "
Having crossed the threshold of adventure, the hero with the help of his gui de encounters terrible obstacles, usuall y In the form of monsters In early myth, which he
must later battle in the course of his j ourney. "The Arcadian god, Pan,
is the best known class ical example of t hi s dan gerous presence dwel I ing
just beyond th e protected zone of the v ii I age boundary.

The emotion he

inst! I led In human be i ngs who ad ventured into hi s domain was 'panic'
fear, a sudden, gro undi ess

21~., p. 51 .
22 Camp be I I , p . 58 .
23~. , p. 73 .
24~

., p. 81 .

f rr. ght . "24

Anot her example of an obstacle

8

the hero meets after crossing the threshold is the music of the Sirens,
which Odysseus hears on his journey.
In the second stage of this journey, initiation, the hero must
overcome these obstacles or trials with the help of the supernatural
guide he met before his entrance into the region.

In these ordeals,

the hero learns; "he gets at the source of his existence in moments
of ii lumination. 1125 Campbel I says that "In the vocabulary of the
mystics this is the second stage of the Way, that of the purification
of the self, when the senses are cleansed and humbled and energies and
interests are concentrated upon transcendental things . 11 26 He obtains
a knowledge of himself as he relates to his community.

In the words

of Camp be I l ,
the t riumph may be represented as the hero' s sexual union
with the goddess-mother of the world (sacred marriage) , his
recognition by the father-creator {father atonement), his
own divlnization (apotheosis), or again--if the powers have
remained unfriendly to him--his theft of the boon he came to
gain (bride-theft, fire-theft}; intrinsically it is an expansio n of consciousness and therewith of being (I I lumination,
transfiguration, freedom ).27
Campbel I uses the example of Dante's finding spiritual meaning for his
I ife in the moments of II lumination he has in his phase of initiation.
"When Dante had taken the last step in his spiritual adventure and had
come before the ultimate symbolic vision of the Triune God in the

25~ . , p. 109.
26 Camp be I I , p • IOI .
27 ~ . , p. 246 .

9

celest ial Rose, he had sti 11 one more i I lumination to experience. ''

28

He writes,
Bernard made a sign to me, and smiled, that I should look
upward; but I was already, of myself, such as he wished; for
my sight, becoming pure, was entering more and more, through
the radiance of the lofty Light which in Itself is true.
Thenceforward my vision was greater than our speech, which
yields to such a sight, and the memory ylelds to such excess. 29
The final stage of the journey of the hero is the return to the
world he had known. "Such a return is inevitable," says Campbel I, "since
society is jealous of those who remain away from it, and wil I come knock30
ing at the door. "
Returning to his former way of I ife, the hero brings
back what he obtained in his initiation.

Jason brings back the Golden

Fleece ; Psyche returns with a boxful I of supernatural beauty from the
underworld; Da nte returns with his vision.

These boons which the hero

brings back to his society are representative of the knowledge that he
gained in the dark regions of his soul.

At this point, the hero has

come ful I circle along this cyclic j ourney of the soul.
propose that these rites of pa ssage: separation, initiation, and
return which Campbel I says are found in the standard path of the mythological adventure of the hero, are found in the j ourney of W
ordsworth's
hero in The Prelude.

By examining the similarities and differences in

the steps of the j ourneys made by Campbe l I's and Wordsworth's heroes, I

28

~

••

p. 190.

29 1bid.
30campbel I, p. 207.
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plan to reveal that even though un ique in t he pattern of his j ourney,
Wo rdswo rth' s hero nonetheless does make the kind of archetypal, ritual
j ourney described by Campbel I.

CHAPTER

11

SEPARATION
Books I and I I of The Prelude, concerned with roughly the first
seventeen years of Wordsworth's I ife, are a reminiscence of the growth
of his love for Nature.

These years are memorable as a time when Words-

worth's soul was at peace and harmony with the universe as a result of
being in communion, of having "unconscious intercourse " Cl. 562, Book I),
with the external forms of beauty.

As a child, Wordsworth says he often

made one Iong bathing of a summer's day. "

11

11

( I . 290, Book I)

In these

f its of vulgar joy" (I. 581, Book I), Wordsworth felt the gleams of

Nature which impressed "col lateral objects and appearances " on his mind
even though for many years they were doomed to sleep. (II. 593-594, Book
I)

Recal I ing this period of his I ife, Wordsworth remembers the pleasant-

ness and joy of these physical sensations he had with Nature as a child.
At this time, Nature was I ittle more than the beauty of external images
he saw and felt as he roamed the hi I Is and vales of Hawkshead.

In such

communion with Nature, Wordsworth was never alone even amidst the most
lonely scene.

"From these boyhood experiences, Wordsworth's conception

of nature and its ministry to the human spirit arose. "

I

It was from these

recalled sensations that Wordsworth, the adult, would perceive not only
. .
. ·t 11 2
the "character of the Universe" but also 11 one's place an d m1ss1on 1n 1 .

1Raymond Dexter Havens, The Mind~~ Poet (Baltimore, 1941 >, p. 88.

2Ernest Bernbaum, Guide Through the Romantic Movement (New York, 1949),
p. 93 .

12
In Book I 1, Wordsworth continues to elaborate on the communion he
had with Nature.

Recal I ing the joys of Nature he knew during school-

time, Wordsworth relates how when summer came, a group of students
passed the time in boyish sports.

As years continued, there were

moments alone with Nature during which Wordsworth began to perceive of
Nature as a source of visionary power.

Nature was becoming more than

mere external objects of beauty which inspired him with a sense of
peace and harmony, of his belonging in the great order or pattern of
Nature; with these images, Wordsworth now felt a communion which Inspired visions in his soul.

He says,

... Sublimer joy; for I would walk alone,
Under the quiet stars, and at that time
Have felt whate'er there is of power in sound
To breathe an elevated mood, by form
Or image unprofaned; and I would stand,
.If the night blackened with a coming storm,
Beneath some rock, I istening to notes that are
The ghostly language of the ancient earth,
Or make their dim abode in distant winds.
Thence did I drink the visionary power:
Cl I. 301-31 I, Book I I)
And so until his seventeenth year, Nature continued to inspire Wordsworth
with this sense of cOl'T'fflunion with a source of inspiration.
worth's thoughts about Nature were steeped in feelings.

Indeed, Words-

In his youth,

Wordsworth did not care a bou t the theory Of Na ture '. he "felt, and nothing
3
else. " This delight in the external world, Havens says, was not dis4
turbed by the meddling intel feet that tries to analyze things .

3Havens,

p. 89.

4 t b i d . , p • 90.

13

In "The Tab Ies Turned, " Wordsworth asserts
Sweet is the lore which Nature brings;
Our meddling intellect
Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things. 5
As Wordsworth continues on his journey through I ife, he becomes
farther and farther removed from this "feeling" or communion with a
source of inspiration.

His imagination is impaired as he is gradually

separated from the peace and harmony of communion with Nature by forces
in his I ife which cal I him away from Nature.

Like Campbell's hero, he

is separated from the way of life he had known by the call to adventure.
However, Wordsworth's separation is so gradual that he does not realize
at the time, as does Campbel I's hero, that he is being separated from
his former way of I i fe.

In fact, Camp be 11 1 s hero makes an abrupt and

sudden change in his separation.

It is not until later years when he

looks back on this period of his I lfe in writing The Prelude that Wordsworth perceives himself being separated from Nature, his source of inspiration.

At the time of the actual experience of being cal led to new

ways of I ife, Wordsworth maintains con-mun Ion with his former way of life
in flashes of peace and harmony he had known in his youth.
The forces that cal I Wordsworth to adventure, away from his former
I ife, are the idleness of Camb rid ge, the mechanizati on of London, and the
polit ics of France.

Wordsworth eagerly greets each new type of I ife as

he seeks to find meaning in I if e i n these various places.

5Engl lsh Romanti c Poetry and Prose, ed. Russell Noyes (New Yo rk,
1956), pp . 258-259.

14

Enter ing his first new phase of I ife as a student, Wordsworth
becomes a student at Cambridge.

Here the mode of life is quite differ-

ent than that he had known as a youth.
Wordsworth becomes id Ie,

11

In the community of students,

eas i Iy passing from the remembrance of better

things into the ordinary works of careless youth." (II. 240-243, Book
I I I)

Wordsworth says the students talked unprofitably at morning hours

(I. 249, Book I I I), read lazily in trivial books Cl. 251) and drifted
along streets and walks Cl . 250), perhaps without one quiet thought.
( I . 255)

Life seems empty of any rea I meaning.

noise and superficial pastimes. "

(II. 208-9)

There is on Iy "empty
These superficial pas-

times occupy most of Wordsworth's time since he is I ittle concerned
with studies at Cambridge.

His brother wrote that " if Wordsworth had

been inclined to purely scholastic pursuits, particularly in theology
or mathematics, he need not have complained later about the curriculum
.

at Cambr1dge. 11

6

But he was not so inc l ined, and as he looked back fif-

teen years later , he felt that the blame lay chiefly with the Univers-

·t
,J
I y.

For he held with Emerson:

Col leges ... have their indispensable offices--to teach_elements. But they can only hi ghly serve us when they aim no:
to dri I I, but tg create; when they ... set the hearts of their
youth on flame.

6

Havens , p. 338 .

7

1bid.

8The Ameri can Sc ho la r, quot ed by Havens, P• 338 ,

15
Wordsworth fee l s that the atmosphere at Cambridge is not conducive to
creativity .

Camb r idge is "an exper ience of unreality, of the irre-

sponsi bi I ity of a hol iday. 119
scholastic.

L"1 f e ·,s f"1I led w1'th social
·
pursuits, not

Imagination is impaired as a result of this idleness be-

cause Wordsworth tended to forget the visions he had known as a youth
in the presence of Nature.

He thinks fewer exalted thoughts, content

to be a part of the social group which often has not one "quiet thought. "
Cl. 255)
The only real sense of association with the learned world that
Wordsworth feels is the sub I imity of walking the same ground that
great intellects had walked before.

He remembers that such great poets

as Chaucer, Spenser, and Mi Iton had I ived where he now I ives.

But Words-

worth does not care to learn with "undiscovered sight in these tutored
days " (I I. 153-154) drilled facts about such intellects .

And so the

months pass on at Cambridge in "vague and loose indifference with duty
and zeal dismissed. " (II. 325-327)
But the idleness to which Wordsworth is succumbing has not yet completely separated him from Nature.

Often he gets away from the empty

noise to a quiet, Secluded Place 1· n which he remembers the sensations
he had with Nature as a youth.
Lea v ing Cambridge to See k a new

I

i fe, Wordsworth is 'undetermined

11
to what course of I I f e he Shou Id ad here.

spirit of adventure, he comes to London.

(

11. 58-59 , Book V11 )

In a

But London too is to disappoint

9
t I ·t (Middleton, Connecticut, 1959),
Dav i d Ferry, The Limits of Mor a ' y
pp. 126- 127 .

16
him as had Cambridge.

There is not even the initiative for man findin g

his place in the cosmos, for his contemplating God and man, that there
had been at Cambridge.
reigns.

Rather London is a kingdom wherein pandemonium

Man exists as a creature of habit, completely devoid of thought,

caught in this stream of unending tumu It.

In this "monstrous ant-hi 11

on the plain of a too busy world" (II. 149-150, Book VII) Wordsworth
views man as a discordant element in the peaceful and harmonious universe of order he had known as a chi Id.

The stream of busy creatures

causes a steady roar which overpowers in Wordsworth's mind the once
quiet, lapping stream of the mountains.

Winds now blow loud against

him as he seeks shelter from the throng of humanity representative of
every walk of life :
the Nurse is here,
The Bachelor, that loves to sun himself,
The military Idler, and the Dame, ...
(II. 207-209, Book VI I)
And every character of form and face:
The Swede, the Russian; from the genial south,
The Frenchman and the Spaniard ...
( I I . 223-225, Book VI I )
Al I these creatures of the city are not of the craft of beauteous Nature
but imitations of man-- 'confessions Of man 's weakness and his loves. "
( I . 239, Book VI I )

The scene is not of real, complete beings but of

characters with no feel ·,ngs or thoughts of their own.
men.

They are half

The show is I ike a painting in which the painter cannot capture

the essence of real ity--only an imitation of what should be.

He cannot

·,ng, the thri I I of being present at the real. And
capture the t rue feel
nly an imitation of what could be ; they are
so these men in London are O

17

not whole beca use they fal I short of t he potential which Wordsworth
believes man can feel in the presence of Nature.

Ad
n w
ordsworth con-

t inues to feel that he is not a part of this pandemonium because he
sti I I communes with Nature in memory.

Uni ike Campbel l's hero, he stil I

maintains during his phase of separation a hold on the
known.

I

ife he had

He feels that he, uni ike other men, is not deceived by this

imperfect imitation into believing that this is al I there is to life.
And Wordsworth makes his point in bringing to the scene Jack the Giantki Iler.

This champion, himself a part of this society of London, "walks

and achieves his wonder, from the eye of living mortal covert, " (II. 282283, Book VI I) from these persons of London society.

He is a

Delusion bold! and how can it be wrought?
The garb he wears is black as death, the word
11
Inv is i b I e" f Iames forth upon his chest.
(II. 285-287, Book VI I)
Can these unsuspecting souls see him for what he is when the word
11

i nv is i b I8 11 stands forth?

And so these sou Is cannot understand they

are leading only ha If I ·1ves because they see the imitation as the real.
They feel they are leading the only type of I ife that is good because
they cannot see past the screen the mechanized I ife of London put s before them.
them.

·
themselves as Jack the Giant-ki Iler deceives
They deceive

How than kful Wordsworth ·is that he stil I is in touch with the

former way of I ife he had known.
·
the people of the city , he thinks
As Wordsworth continues t o view
He
how very different they are f rom the people he knew in the country.
"peace, in quietness, without anxiety. "
remembers the people who I ive in

(I I. 320-324 , Book VI I)
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Such a contrast to the pandemonium in London~

Wordsworth points out this contrast in using the symbol of the pure
count ry maiden being seduced by the corrupted man

0

f th e city.

She is

pure, "without contamination," (I. 322, Book VI I) bf
e ore the city man
seduces her, before he teaches her the ways of corruption.

Likewise

any unknowing person close to Nature could very easily fal I prey to the
ways of the city.

He could easily forget the peace and harmony of Na-

ture and become a part of a I ife completely separated from his former
way of I ife.
Even though disillusioned at this point about the I lfe of the man
of the city, Wordsworth feels he must continue to learn about man in
the city.

Perhaps al I I ife is not this mechanical!

those who stand apart in thought!

Perhaps there are

And so Wordsworth continues his study

of this creature of the city in the higher pursuits of I ife on the "stage
of tongue-favored men."
genius of Burke.

( 11 . 491-492, Book VI I)

Here, he remembers the

Burke stands apart from the maddening pandemonium of

the city I i ke "an oak ..• the more to awe the younger brethren of the
grove... 11 (I I . 520 - 522 , Book VI I)

Such wisdom comes forth from the

mouth of this genius as he speaks his views of social custom that a
youth could not sit, see and hear, unthankful and uninspired.

However,

Burke is the only such speaker Wordsworth finds who is really serious
about his task.

The others are concerned only with ostentation, with

performing before men on their "great stage. " Cl. 491, Book VII)

Even

the ministers seek "ornaments and flowers from the evangelists to entwine
the crook of eloquence, to help them rule their captivated flock."
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( 11. 569-572 )

It seems Wor dswo rt h ca n no t f"1nd many souls capable of

integrity and courage in t his maze of the city
from th e corrupted crowds of the city.

h
w O really stand apart

Such a person is Burke.

An-

other character who is able to withstand the cal I of the city to surrender identity is a father who "sat in silence with a sickly babe outstretched upon his knee, " (I I, 608-9, VI I) unaware of the multitude
that passed.

He is concerned only with the welfare of the child as

the mass of mankind goes busily about its way.

Like such rare indi-

viduals , Wordsworth hopes he can remain attuned to a higher source of
inspiration so that he wil I not become a part of the I ite he finds in
London.

Here even, he recal Is years later, "the highest minds must

labour" ( 11. 729-730, VI I) to remember the harmony and peace that can
be man's when he stands in the presence of a source of inspiration such
as Nature.

Wordsworth definitely feels the influence of London but, un-

i ike Campbel I's hero, he sti I I remains attached to his former way of I ife

even after his second cal I to adventure.

He stil I communes with Nature

in memory; so he does not realize that he is being pulled at this point
even farther away from his source of inspiration than he had been at
Cambridge.

He does not realize the immediate dan ger.

The third and final cal I to adventure, involvement in politics in
France, comp Ie t e I y Separates Wordsworth from his former way of I ife.

In

accepting the challenge of this cal I, W
ordsworth, I ike Campbel I ' s hero,
finds a way of I ife comp Ie t e IY de

·t
had in his fo rmer wa y of I I e.
stract laws and soc ial reform,

void of the ideas and concepts he had

As Wordsworth becomes involved in abhe completely forgets Nature as a source
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of inspiration to creativity.

Therefore, the moment he sets foot on

French soil to help in social reform, he
with the I ife he had known.
bel I's hero makes.

nk
i I
u now ng Y makes a break

This is the break with society that Camp-

However, Wordsworth's hero, at this point, is dif-

ferent from Campbel l's hero, because he does have contact with Nature,
not as he had known her, but now as a social tool.

Therefore, he does

not immediately perceive of his break with Nature as a source of inspiration to creativity because Nature is now a source of inspiration
to social reform.

He sees the French Revolution as a work of Nature I

and it is in the name of Nature that he wi I I support the Revolution.
It is Wordsworth's idealistic love of mankind which inspires him
to help better the state of man through social reform.

Indeed, at this

time, Wordsworth's love of mankind is idealistic because he loves man
at a distance.

Even the old man in London who stood apart from the

multitude he had loved at a distance; it was the spirit that this old
man represented that Wordsworth loved.
loves, at a distance, as an idea.

And now mankind Wordsworth so

In this spirit of love for mankind,

Wordsworth becomes involved in what he thinks affords man the best chance
for social reform, th e Frenc h Revo lutl·on .

Indeed, the Revolution came to
10
the young poet, as to so many other generous minds, as a cal I to battle.
And Wordsworth "forsook the placid contemplat ion of Nature for the dust
and noise of political strife. " I I Ferry says that "Wordsworth was led
'naturally,' by the tutelage of Natu re , into his political error, or

10 Alfred Cobban, Edm"n
d Bu rke and the Revolt Against the Eighteenth
v
Century (Northampton, 1960) , p.!39-. - - 111 bid .
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12
rather into t he error of being po I it i ca I at a 11 . 11
with so much faith
in manki nd, Wordsworth places all his hopes ·
,
1n mans power to correct
political wrong in France.

As Wordsworth reminisces, he recalls the

enthusiasm he had for the Revolution; to him the events of the Revolution "seemed nothing out of Nature's certain course, a gift that was
come rather Iate than soon. 11 C11. 24 7-248, Book IX)

Mary Moorman in

her biography of Wordsworth says we shal I never understand Wordsworth's
feelings unless we realize that for him "the French Revolution was the
cause, not simply of a people struggling to be free, but of mankind, and
that his vision of man was something deeply precious to him.

In France

he had seen what he believed and hoped would prove to be the coming of
"13
a new and better age for the whole human race.
Particularly inspiring to Wordsworth is one officer, Beaupuy, who
"by birth ranked with the most noble, but unto the poor among mankind
was in service bound." Cl I. 302-304, Book IX)

With this young man Words-

worth feels an affinity because he too loves man.
· no b Ier na t ure.
enthusiasts discuss man and his

Together these two

Both men Iook forward to

the great epoch of human love and peace wh'1c h they think wil I fol low on
the successful conclusion of the Revolution.

They speak

Of c i.v i I government' and its wisest. forms ;
Of ancient loyalty, and chartered rights,
Custom and habit, novelty and change.
Book IX)
C11 . 323-325,

I 2Ferry ' p . I45 .
I 3Wi 11 iam Wordsworth, The Early ~ '
pp. 220-221 .

1770-1803 (Oxford, 1957)
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They see in the Revolution
A I iving confirmation of the whole
Before us, i ~ a people from the de th
Of shameful 1mbecil ity uprisen
p
Fresh as the morning star,
'
(II. 382-385, Book IX)
Chancing one day to meet a "hunger-bitten girl," Beaupuy remarks to
Wordsworth, 1"tis against that that we are fighting." (II. 510 _518 ,
Book IX)

In ful

I

agreement, Wordsworth says,

with him believed
That a benignant spirit was abroad
Wh~ch might not be withstood, that poverty
AbJect as this would in a I ittle time
Be found no more, that we should see the earth
Unthwarted in her wish to recompense
The meek, the lowly, patient child of toil.
Cl I. 519-524, Book IX)

Placing such hope in the Revolution, Wordsworth no longer seeks communion with Nature as a source of inspiration to creativity.

He is con-

cerned with his new way of I ife; now, I ike Campbel l's hero he has no
connection with his former way of I ife.
But this hope does not last.

Wordsworth soon comes to fear that

the violence that had existed before the King was executed may come again
to the land.
not sleep.

This fear begins to haunt Wordsworth so much that he can
He begins to think that perhaps the Revolution is more than

a natural process ; perhaps the passions of men to destroy j ust for the
14

sake of destruction have entered into the revolt.

14Geoffrey Hartman, Wordsworth's Poetry, 1784-1814 (New Haven, 1964),
p. 244.
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In February, 1793 , Wordswo rth suf fered th

h
es ock for which he re-

serves the name " revolution. " 15 Britain declared war on France.
is the greatest shock Wordsworth has felt.

This

He says,

No shock
Given to my moral nature had I known
Down to that very moment; neither lapse
Nor turn ?f sentiment that might be named
A revolution, save at this one time·,
Cl I. 268-272, Book X)

Such conflict in his mind Wordsworth has never knowg. He feels he has
placed his hopes in a cause which can not succeed.

Even though he had

abandoned Nature as a source of inspiration to creativity when he became involved in the French Revolution, he had not up until this time
of deepest despair, realized that he had done so.

He has become so in-

volved with Nature as a social tool that he does not think about his
abandonment of Nature as an inspiring force.

He does not feel this void

in his I ife unti I he sees that he had abandoned a rewarding way of life
for this confusion and strife.

He can not even accept Nature now as a

social tool, as an answer to man's betterment.

Now Wordsworth breaks

with Nature as a source of inspiration to social reform, and in so doing,
he realizes that he had long ago made a break with Nature as a source of
inspiration to creativity.

Conscious of his separation, Wordsworth seeks

t.
schemes. " C I . 224, Book XI )
a new way of I ife in dogmas, in "specu Ia ive
of I ife, Wordsworth's hero, uni ike
Thus, in coming to his new Way
one knowingly and one unknowingly.
Campbel I's, actually makes two breaks,

15 Hartman, p. 244.
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And his separation, uni ike Campbel l's, is gradual; slowly he is enticed
from his former way of I ife whereas Campbel l's hero makes a sudden,
abr upt, consc ious break with his former way of life.

CHAPTER 111

INITIATION

Camp bel I defi nes th

t t
es a e of ini t iation as one in which the
hero must battle with an o bs t ac Ie or obstacles in order to return
to his ordinary way of I i fe with a wisdom or prize
• resulting from
such battl e.

Wordsworth's hero does battle with such an obstacle

an d obtai ns a knowledge from his battle .

However, the pattern of

ini ti at ion for Wordsworth's hero is much more complicated than that
whi ch Campbel I proposes.
As Wordsworth looks back on his experience at Cambridge, his
first cal I t o adventure, he perceives his idleness as a great hindrance t o the creativity he had known In his former way of lite~

He

remembers himself gradually becoming content in this society that
often had not one "quiet thought. " (I. 255, Book I I I)

To think that

he had for even a short while given up his communion with Nature t o
be a part of this community now greatly disturbs W
ordsworth as he reca l Is t his pe ri od of his I i fe.
London , too, he views now as a deterrent to his creativity.

As

he is looking bac k on the mechanization of London, he perceives how
easy it would ha ve been for him to become a part of it, save only for
the memories of Nat ure.

He now understands how hard he had t o labor

. to I ife than t he noise and
to remember that the re was more meani ng
He now sees the effects on his gradual
st r ife of this mechan izati on.
loss of c rea ti vity .
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In this stage of init iat·
th
ion,
e pattern of Wordsworth's hero is
far more comp I icated than is Campbel 1's.
Campbel I's phases of separation, initia tion, and return are discrete
whereas Wordsworth's phases
are overlapping. It is in recal I of the two first calls t d
o a venture,
after his return to his society, th t w d
a or sworth's hero mentally battles with the past experiences.

Like Campbel l's hero, Wordworth's

hero does have a guide, Nature.

It is the Nature to which he has

returned.

How grateful Wordsworth Is to have Nature comfort him now

as he views in memory the destructive power of these forces of the past.
The last cal I to adventure, involvement in politics, affords Wordsworth his greatest mental struggle before he has to battle his main obstacle.

Again this phase of initiation of Wordsworth's hero is far

more complex than is Campbel I 1 s.

Initiated during the actual experi-

ence when he is involved in the French Revolution, Wordsworth has no
guide.

He endures great mental stress with no guide to aid him,

This

initiation takes place after Wordsworth begins to despair about the
Revolution.

He begins to think that perhaps the violence that existed

before the King was executed might once again come to disturb th8 0rd er
of things.

He is so disturbed by this thought that he can not sleep at

to him when he learns that England has
The greatest blow Comes
Such mental agony he has never known before
proclaimed war on France.
Wordsworth
as now when his affection is torn between England and France.
nights.

ich love is more than an abstract appreremembers his love for England, Wh
. and rivers which
I It is a love of her mountains
ciation of her history.

1Havens , pp. 521-52Z.

inspired poetic vision within him when he was
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a youth. There is a
bond of intimacy between him and the external ·,n
England whereas
there is not this same kind of love for France. H •
e ts concerned with
France as a hope for the I iberty of man, seeing in her history the
poss ibi I ity of bringing tyranny to an end.

So Intense is Wordsworth's

agony over this declaration of war that "a warfare between positive
and negative impulses reduces him almost to a state of inne·r chaos. "2
He even rejoices "when Eng I i shmen by thousands were o' erthrown, Ieft
without glory on the field, or driven to shameful flight!" <II. 286288, Book X)

"Tossed about in a whirlwind, " <I. 283, Book X) Words-

worth does not know what course to fol low.
the terror he sees about him.
cause that can only fai I.

His mind is filled with

He fears he has placed his hopes In a

He sees men fol lowing passion, not yet

ready to wield power with reason.

He says such men

Forgot, at seasons, whence they had their being;
Forgot that such a sound was ever heard
As I iberty upon earth.
Cl I. 376-378, Book X)
Indeed Wordsworth fears that the one cause for I iberty that he hopes
'
wil I succeed may fail. Perh aps he has placed his faith and his work
to admit that what
in a hopeless cause. W·ith great despair, he has
3
than that. He has lost
seemed a "natural process " is certainly more
A Study
2Hugh Fausse t , The Lost Leader. _
_ _of Wordsworth <New York,
1966 > , p . I21 •
3Hartman , p. 245.

much of his faith In man; it seems there is
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nothing to believe i n.

his despair, he perceives that he aba ndoned

In

Nature as a source of inspiration to creativity when he first became involved
in the French
Revo I ut ion ; the Revo I ut ion is far more than "n t
aura 1 process. " Therefore he feels he can not look to Nature for an answer to man's problems
in soc iety .

He is in a state of mental anguish.

In t his third phase of Init iation, the struggle of Wordsworth's
hero is qu ite different from Campbel I's.

The separation and initiation

phases are overlapping whereas Campbel I has the phases of his hero's
j ourney more discrete.

Wordsworth's hero is initiated by the call to

adventure which separates him from his former way of life.

In addition,

W
ordsworth's hero has no guide in this phase of his initiation while
Campbel l's hero always has a guide.
A f urther comp I ication is added to this phase of the initiation of
Wordswort h's hero because he is initiated "doubly " by this third call
to adventure.

Not only does W
ordsworth's hero mentally struggle during

t he actual experience of involvement in the French Revolution but he
battles mentally with this force a fter he has made his return to society
as he remembers the experience.

In recal I ing this experience in The

ath not founded on ri ght reason.
Pre lude , Wordsworth says he fol lowed a P
er t he guidance of Nature, he has a sense
He says that when one is Und
0 Power Supreme!
.
Id would cease to breat he ,
Without whose ca l 1tth 1sb~~~ him to be
. . . When r eason t ha ena
h t a change is here.,
Is not seq uest ered--w a
420-428, Book X)
(II•

In mental anguish W
ordswort h remembers how he had

t
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no communed with
Nature as a source of inspiration duri ng his involvement.
He had become t oo busy with pol itlcs t o cons ider Nature. It ls as if he even
forgot that he became involved in the Revolution because he thought It
was a work of Nature.

He soon placed al I his hope In men, men who

turned to pa ss ion ra t he r than to the right reason with which Nature
would have endowed t hem had they I istened,

He had placed his hopes in

a cause in which Nature was not at work; he had placed his faith in
pass ionate men rather than in the right reason that Nature inspires.
Look i ng back, Wordsworth says he was too young and idealistic when he
took an eager part in this way.

He says,

I had approached, like other youths, the shield
Of human nature from the golden side,
And would have fought, even to the death, to attest
The qua I ity of the metal which I saw,
What there is best in Individual man,
Of wise in passion, and sublime in power,
Benevolent In smal I societies,
And great in large ones, I had oft revolved,
Felt deeply, but not thoroughly understood
By reason
Cl 1. 79-88, Book XI)
Reproaching h ·, mself for such Involvement in a cause so far removed from
rdsworth ls initiated again by this
Nat ure , as he now feel s, in recall Wo
In this mental
third ca l I to adventure, a Cal I to a new way of life.
ide Again Nature
battl e, W
ordsworth's he ro, I ike Campbell's, has a gu .
back on his journey after he has
is with Word swo rth , s hero as he looks
initiation of W
ordsworth's
made hi s return . And in th is respect, t he
his initiation phase overCampbe l l's because
hero is more compl ex t han
la ps with his return .
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In the bewi lderment result'1ng from his ·
involvement with a cause
for I iberty whi ch failed , Wordsworth t urns
to abstract science
·
as the
poss ible answer to his question of
what to believe in.
This is the
new way of I ife to which the three calls
to adventure have gradually
led him . They have brought him from the•
imaginative thought he felt
in the presence of Nature, his source of ·
inspiration, to the abstract
thought he studies in the absence of Nature. Wordsworth says he

turned to abstract science, and there sought
Work for the reasoning faculty enthroned
Where the disturbances of space and time
Whether in matters various, properties
Inherent, or from human wil I and power
Derived--find no admission.
(II. 328-333, Book XI)
However, Wordsworth mentally struggles with his new way of I ife because
he is not satisfied with this theory.
ing in his thought.

He feels that something is lack-

Bernbaum says Wordsworth is not satisfied in the

study of theories and dogmas because "he had a mind that sought concreteness, not abstractness."

4

Wordsworth certainly feels that the

philosophy of Wi I I iam Godwin and the psychology of David Hartley do not
offer complete solutions to the problems of human life.
'th h' deeper self.
tel lectual system is out of harmony w1
1s
Wordsworth is in a state of gloom, of mental anguish.

4

Bernbaum, p. 83.
5
1bid.

Such an in5

As a result,
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Like Campbel I's hero, Wordsworth's h
ero battles this obstacle in
dar k reg ions of despair.
However, Wordsworth's hero does
not have a
guide in the first stages of his battle.
Then fate brings him a guide
in the person of his sister, who brings him back to the joy of the
peace and harmony of Nature he had known before he set forth on his
j ourney.

Campbel I has such a guide during the entire phase of initia-

tion.
Just as Wordsworth's hero was "doubly" initiated by his third call
to adventure, so he is "doubly" Initiated by this obstacle In recal 1.
After he returns "home," Wordsworth remembers the despair he felt when
studying abstract science and fights again the battle he fought in
actual experience and in addition the battle of fear he now feels, a
fear of what might have been.

In this mental anguish he feels now,

Wordsworth says he was cut off from his sources of former strength.
He remembers how
even the visible Universe
Fel I under the dominion of a :ast~
Less spiritual with microscopic view
( II • 89~9 I , Book XI I >

In menta l torment now, Wordsworth says how feeb Ie
.
this abstract, ·,ntel lectual view to overpower hrs
th's
the Universe. Like Campbel I's hero, Wor dswor
to his former
this obstacle so that he may return

he was to have al lowed
· spired view of
once ,n
hero must overcome
way of life.

CHAPTER I V

RETURN
From the depths of desp a,r,
. Wordsworth
is led back to the harmony
and peace of Nature by h'is sister,
.
Dorothy. Wordsworth says his
sister
11 thanks to the bounteous
'
.
8 ,ver of al I good"
( I • 334' Box XI ) " .
.
fo r him a saving intercourse with
ma1nta1ned
his true se I f." ( I I 341 342
Sh
h·
.
- , Book XI)
e w ispered stil I that b.
She' in the midst of a 11 r' ghtness wou Id return
A Poet, made me such ben~a~~eserved me stil I
And that alone ' my off'ice uponthat
name,
earth·
'
Cl I. 345-348, Book XI)
Wordsworth once again f ee Is t he presence of Nature as a source of inspiration.

Once more feel',ng th e peace and harmony within his soul

that he had known as a you t h, he becomes a "sensit'1ve be'1ng, a creative
sou I . " ( I • 207, Book x I ) Again he I istens to the ancient language of
th e mountains and distant winds as he "drank the visionary power" of
Nature. (I. 311, Book II)
But the visions inspired by Nature seem to take on a different
glory.

As he is inspired to write, Wordsworth wants to create the

beauty of emotion in words as a poet of mankind, not as a solitary who
reaps the rewards of such thoughts just for himself.

Before his encoun-

t er with the different types of I ife found in the world, Wordsworth had
thought very I ittle about individual man; he was more concerned with man
as an i dea .
sen se.

He retofore, he had communed with Nature in only a selfish

Indee d, i n al

I

the books of~ Prelude that relate events pre-

ceding his involvement with the French Revolution, W
ordsworth seeks
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Nature as a source of inspiration to help h

im in his moments of depression or to I ift him beyond this world·
,n lofty visions. He escaped, as it were , from peri Is of humanity around him in the quietude
of Nature .

For example, when caught in the misfortunes of

life at
Cambridge and in London, Wordsworth retreated to Nature to lift him
beyond these troubles.
It is only after he has encountered the ordeals on his spiritual
journey through I ife that Wordsworth seeks to relate his creativity to
the betterment of humanity.

As a result of the knowledge he gains in

his initiation by these ordeals, he now tries to help better mankind.
It is this knowledge that causes him to want to better mankind's state
and , at the same time, it is this knowledge that Wordsworth will impart
to mankind to better its state.

Wordsworth says that in his journey

he Iearned
A more judicious knowledge of the worth
And dignity of individual _man,
No composition of the brain, but man
Of whom we read, the man whom we behold
With our own eyes.
(I I. 80-84, Book XI I I)
the individual Wordsworth
And this knowledge of the dignity a nd wor th of
.
f .
red words. He has beseeks to impart to man th rough the medium o insp
the beauty of words what he
come a teacher who wi I I teach oth ers wi th
·1

has learned in mental anguish.
because he has learned about
fortunate
Wordsworth's journey
knowledge he would not have
real man, about the reality O f I·1 te ' a
selfishly communing
·,etude of Nature,
qu
.
• ed in the
gained
had he remain
•s
1

with her .

He has become a
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part of t he communi t

I
, earning some
he wo uld combat with
his creative
He has found his task •
power.
in I i fe , his position in the universe He.
1
poet who must use h Is c reati vity to
•
s a
Inspire In man the d' .
of the individua l . H
ign,ty and worth
e says he wi I I s ing of the individual heh
·1n h ·1s I
.
as enCountered
earn Ing about real I lfe .
amidst the throng of humanity.
He says,
of the sorrows of man t hat

th w~ happy, sha 11
Inspire.

Y of man

teach,

Cl I. 238-239, Book XI

II>

He speaks of himself as a prophet of Nature who wi I I speak to mankind
a lasting i nspi ration.

He says he wi I I

Instruct them how the mind of man becomes
A t ho~sand times more beautiful than the earth
On ~h1ch,h~ dwel Is, above this frame of things
(Which, mid al I revolution in the hopes
And fears of men, doth sti I I remain unchanged)
In beauty exalted, as it is itself
Of qua I ity and fabric more divine.

Cl I. 448-454, XIV)
Indeed , f rom his journey to the depths of despair, Wordsworth retu rns to a state far more glorious than what he had known before his
ca l I to adventure.

Now in the stage of return, he is able to relate

the visions he had f rom his communion with Nature to the reality of
life.

He can teach man the great worth he can feel when he realizes
Wordsworth becomes
he is a part of t he great harmony of the universe.
I
what he cal Is the t rue poet , the harmonizer of al I relationships.

I

Bernbaum, p. 98.
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He says in the ~reface to Lyrical Bal lads·

- - -- ·

In spite of difference of soi I and I'
and customs, in spite of things . 1 / ,mate, of language
and things violently destroyed ~~een ly g?ne out of mind,
pass Ion and know Iedge the vast'
. poet b I nds together by
it is spread over the whole ear~mhp1redof human society as
, an over al I time.z'
In returning to a more g Ior1ous
·
state than he had previously
known, Wordsworth's hero is comparable to Milton's.
In the myth of
the fortunate fal I of man, Milton says th at the self-knowledge which
man gains from searching his soul in the depths of despair makes
paradise regained a much better place than the paradise before the
fal I.

The ignorance of self in the state of innocence is followed

by knowledge of self in the state of experienced innocence.

In his

myth, Mi Iton's end is "the con st i tut i ng of human virtue, " and the
"value of the dark journey hinges on the wl 11, the power 'to see and
know, and yet abstain.

1 11 3

As he writes in the Areopagitica,

He that can apprehend and consider vice with al I her baits
and seeming pleasures, and yet abstain, and yet distinguish,
and yet prefer that which is truly better, ~e is the :rue warfaring Christian ... Assuredly, we bring not 1n~ocence_ ,~to the
world, we bring impurity much rather; that which pur1f1es us
is trial and trial is by what is contrary., ,Therefore th e
·
·is ·in th·is world so. necessary toto
knowledge' and survey of vice
the constituting of human virtue, and the scanning of error
the confirmation of truth. 4
2Engl ish Romanti c Poetry and ~se, e d· Russel I Noyes (New York,
1956) , p • 363 .
. L t as "Myth 11 (Cambridge,
3 1sabel Gamble MacCaffrey, Paradise~ - _ _,__
Mas sachusetts, 1959) , p. 212 ·
Quoted by MacCaffrey, p. 212.
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This knowledge of good and evil gained , Mi lt on

says, returns man from
his dar k j ourney to a parad ise far greater than he had
because he can
choose the better way . Wit h a knowledge of b th
0
good and evil, he
·,11
choose
the
bette
r
w
ay.
Heretof
h
W
ore, e was like a puppet with no
choice to make.
Likewi se , Wordsworth returns to his former way of life with a
knowl edge of self ; he has found his place in the universe.

Without

his fa l I , this knowledge would have been impossible because such knowledge comes when man journeys to the dark regions of his soul to find
himself.

If he had not heeded the cal Is to adventure, Wordsworth would

sti I I have been selfishly communing with Nature unaware of his task in
life , of his position in the universe.

But in addition to returning to

a better state I ike Mi !ton's hero, Wordsworth's hero, like Campbell's,
returns to impart the knowledge he gained to his society.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This study revea ls that the spiritual

journey of Wordsworth's

hero is the ritual j ourney of th

t
e my hological adventure·.
separation ,
initiation, and return. Even th oug h unique in many
respects, nonetheless W
ordsworth's journey elicits the
.
same psychological response
from the reader as does the ritual journey of the mythological hero.
W
ordsworth's journey is a journey of a soul in search of itself, of
its re Iat ion to the uni verse.

Camp be 11 proposes that the hero must

separate hi mse If from his former way of
i tua I ly mature.

I i te

in order to become sp i r-

Likewise, in order to find his place in the universe,

to become spiritually mature, Wordsworth must separate himself from

his present way of I i fe, which does not afford him his answer, to
journey to new ways of I ife which perhaps may reveal his identity. However, Wordsworth does not acknow Iedge this fact in The Pre Iude; he speaks
of his separation from his source of inspiration, Nature, as a miS t ake.
In adhering to new ways of I i te at Cambridge, in London, and in France,
Wordsworth tel Is his reader he made a mistake.

But this separation is

necessary because it is wh i Ie he is in a state of menta I anguish as a
that Wordsworth obtains a knowlresult of heeding the cal Is to adven t ure
·,n the universe. He must journey
edge which reveals to him his place
depths of his soul where, in
th rough the dark night of despair, to th e
In
f secrets of the universe.
0
moments of insight, he catches glimpses
the "dignity and
n," Wordsworth learns
his initiati on in " regions Unknow
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worth 11 ( 11. 80-81 , Book XI 11) that an individual
has.
had regarded man almost always as a

discordant element

order of the universe which Wordsworth sees
harmony of Nature .

Now he perceives of the

of the order of the uni verse.

Heretofore' he
in the great

revealed in the

peace and

individual as a smal I

It is this "secret" of th

part
. . .
e 1nd1v1dual 's

worth and dignity which enables Wordsworth • h'
in is return to his former
way of I ife to learn his own identity.

Seeki _ng to impart this know!-

edge that he has learned in his mental struggles, Wordsworth finds that
his purpose in I ife is to relate this knowledge in the beauty of words
to his fe 11 ow man.

He becomes the poet of mankind who sings the praises

of the individual he encountered in his dark night of despair.

His in-

spired feelings, formerly of a selfish character, are now used for the
good of mankind, and Wordsworth has risen to new spiritual heights.

He

has become a part of the community of man, an harmonious element of the
universe.

And so, I ike the mythological hero, Wordsworth makes a cyclic

journey of the soul to spiritua I ma t ur1· t Y•

He I eaves hi s tonne r way of

· ·
·1mma t ure and ·1gnorant,. he returns sp i ritua 11 y mature
I ·1f e sp1r1tually
and knowledgeable.
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